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VILLAGE OF GREENPORT

COUNTY OF SUFFOLK : STATE OF NEW YORK
----------------------------------------x
     

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

   REGULAR SESSION 

----------------------------------------x     

    Third Street Firehouse    
   
    March 24, 2022
   

 7:00 P.M.

B E F O R E:

GEORGE HUBBARD, JR. - MAYOR   

JACK MARTILOTTA - DEPUTY MAYOR/TRUSTEE 

PETER CLARKE - TRUSTEE  

MARY BESS PHILLIPS - TRUSTEE 

JULIA ROBINS - TRUSTEE 

JOSEPH PROKOP - VILLAGE ATTORNEY 

SYLVIA PIRILLO - VILLAGE CLERK

PAUL PALLAS - VILLAGE ADMINISTRATOR 
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(The Meeting was Called to Order at 7 p.m.) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Call the meeting to order.  

Pledge to the flag.  

(Pledge of Allegiance) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Please remain standing for 

a moment of silence for Karen A. Pollack.  

(Moment of Silence)  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  Okay.  We've 

got an announcement, a couple of liquor license 

applications.  

Announcement:  A Village co-sponsored 

Boater Safety Course will be held at the Third 

Street Fire Station from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 

June 11th, 2022.  Anybody who wants to sign up, 

they could sign up at Village Hall and have 

at it.  

  (Laughter)

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  There you go.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  It's a new requirement, 

actually, by the people that are boating and all.  

It's a requirement that's -- they're enforcing 

more of it and everything else.  Plus, if 

somebody wants to just refresh the rules of the 

road and everything else, it's a good idea to go 

and just take the course. 
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TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Yes, because there 

has -- there has been some changes of the rules 

of the road, so -- and I think that an 

opportunity for anyone that lives in the Village 

of Greenport, whether they're an adult or a 

child, to have this opportunity to have the 

course in the Village is great.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Right, yeah.  So the new 

requirements, it includes jet skis, paddle 

boards.  There's a lot of other stuff that's 

required that you need to have the safety course, 

so it's a good idea.  Anybody who wants to do it, 

if they're going to be out on the water, go ahead 

and take the course.  

All right.  Liquor License Application:  

 A new application was received from The 

Menhaden, located at 207 Front Street, on 

February 18th, 2022.  Anybody who wants to 

comment on that, you go online to the SLA, you 

could make your comments on that. 

Also, a new application was received from 

Gallery Bar LLC, located at 314 Main Street, on 

March 3rd, 2022.  Same thing, go to the SLA 

website, you can make any comments on the 

application and read what they have there.  
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All right.  That's all we have under 

announcements and applications.  

Public Hearings:  

A public hearing regarding the Wetlands 

Permit Application submitted by Costello Marine 

Contracting Corp. on behalf of Nathaniel and 

Emily Ewing for the property located at 230 -- 

excuse me -- Fourth Street to remove and dispose 

of 62 feet of existing concrete bulkhead return, 

and to construct a new 62-foot bulkhead return 

in-kind, in-place. 

We have the -- I have all the paperwork 

here.  The public hearing has been noticed.  The 

CAC reviewed the project.  The only 

recommendation they had was that the non -- 

non-turf or -- yeah, non-turf buffer remains in 

place after it's done.  I just wanted to say the 

term the right way, then.  

ADMINISTRATOR PALLAS:  Yes, exactly.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  And it's a two-year 

expiration on the permit.  

So I'll open up to -- the floor to anybody 

who wants to speak on the topic of this public 

hearing.  
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(No Response) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Since nobody wants 

to speak, I'll offer a motion to close the public 

hearing.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  I'll second it.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Second.  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed? 

(No Response)  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.

That will be down for a vote at our next 

month's meeting.  

The second public hearing regarding a 

proposed local law creating Section 150-30.2 

regarding curb cuts within the Village of 

Greenport and amending Section 115-13(J) of the 

Greenport Village Code. 

There was a little confusion on curb cuts, 

where they were going, where they're being 

applied for and everything else.  So we're trying 

to streamline that and clarify the code so 
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everybody understands it.  If anybody wants to 

comment on this, the Local Law has been posted on 

the Village website, it's also part of the 

agenda.  If anybody wants to comment on the 

curb cuts, name and address for the record. 

(No Response)   

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Nothing on that.  

I'll offer a motion to close the public hearing 

on the curb cuts. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Oh, my apology.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed? 

(No Response)  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  That will 

be up for a discussion, a vote next month.  

A public hearing regarding a proposed local 

law deleting Section 150-2 (sic)(12)(C) and amending 

Sections 150-12(A), 150-16(A) and (l), and 
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150-16G to amend the parking regulations of the 

Village of Greenport. 

This has been noticed, it's been discussed 

back and forth on it.  If anybody would like to 

comment on the public hearing, please come on up 

here, name and address for the record.  

JOHN SALADINO:  John Saladino, Sixth 

Street.  I'm in favor of the resolution.  You 

know, I kind of been a proponent of this for a 

while.  I just have one question, and perhaps -- 

oh, the Attorney is here.  I can state the 

question for the Attorney.  Could you explain to 

me, through the Board, and I'll also ask the 

Attorney through the Board, what's -- what's the 

logic behind repealing 150-16(A)(2)?  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  It was to -- I think that 

that section provided for a grandfathering 

provision, and it was to -- it was to remove that 

provision.  

JOHN SALADINO:  I thought it was -- I just 

kind of read it.  I thought it was -- it was for 

residential driveways, where you could only put 

one car in a residential driveway and in the 

front yard.  A residential -- a driveway in the 

Residential District, you would be allowed to put 
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one car in the front yard.  If it was a 

two-family house, you would need three off-street 

parking spaces.  You wouldn't be able to line up 

in your driveway.  I'm just not sure what that 

would have to do with payment in lieu of, but 

that's not my real concern.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  I'll take a look at it -- 

JOHN SALADINO:  I'll need a chance to think 

about it.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  -- and review it for the 

Board.  

JOHN SALADINO:  My real concern is the 

price for payment in lieu of.  I don't believe 

$5,000 is the right price, I think it's far too 

much money.  Right now, the price is 2500.  For a 

corporation-backed business, you know, that might 

need 10 or 15 or 20 parking spaces, you know, 

you're talking about $100,000 for 20 parking 

spaces for a business.  For a business that's 

backed by a corporation or a big operation, that 

might not be a deal-breaker.  But you have 

businesses on Front Street, on Main Street 

that -- you know, a new restaurant wants to open, 

it's got 40 seats, 10 tables, and maybe 10 seats 

at the bar, and, you know, we're talking about 10 
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parking spaces.  For him to pay $50,000 for 

payment in lieu of, it might be -- you know, this 

guy cobbled together, maybe cobbled together 50, 

60, 80 grand to start the business.  An 

additional 50 might not be in his contingency 

fund.  

I just think $5,000 is too much.  If 

anything, I think 2500 is too much.  You don't 

want to throw the baby out with the bath water, 

you don't want to kill the golden goose.  

You know, for a small business, a retail 

operation that has four employees, you know, 1200 

square feet, they need four parking spaces, you 

know, that's -- it's a lot of money, it's 

20 grand.  It's just -- I just think it's too 

much.  And plus, the other thing is, when they 

change businesses, when there's not a change in 

use, but a change of business there, you get to 

do it all over again.  

I understand the need for a parking fund, 

you know, in case we ever want to build a 

seven-story parking garage at the railroad yard, 

but there are things that you could use the money 

for.  I mean, there are vacant areas, you take 

eminent domain in a couple of years, you know, 
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for a 30-square-foot piece of property, and you 

can park 100 cars.  But I just think for -- like 

I said, for a bigger business, for a business 

with a lot of capital, it might not be a problem.  

For a business that doesn't have a lot of 

capital, it might present a problem for them.  

Also, I have a question about -- right now, 

the Planning Board's allowed to sell them 20 

spaces, right?  We can absolve them of 20 spaces.  

The new Local Law says 50% or 20, and the lesser 

of the two they can sell them.  And from my 

experience on the Zoning Board, I think 20 spaces 

is not enough.  I think the Planning Board should 

be able to sell them 40 spaces.  

You have a -- you have a -- and I'll pick 

one restaurant out, only because I know the 

seating, not because I think they should have 

parking.  I don't -- I go there all the time.  

Like Port, they have 180 seats, they would be 

required to have 35 parking spaces.  If a new 

owner took over or a new business, or something 

with 180 seats, they would be required to have 35 

parking spaces.  Am I getting the math right?  

It's five, five seats per space?  So they have no 

parking, they have zero parking.  So they could 
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go to the Planning Board and buy 20 parking 

spaces, then they would have to go to Zoning to 

get a -- to get relief for the other 15.  Some 

people on Zoning might think that 15 is not 

moderately tailored relief.  What do they do, rip 

the seats out?  

You know, I just think -- I don't know 

where the 20 number came from originally.  I know 

it's been there for as long as I can remember, 

years and years, but I don't know where it came 

from, what -- when they crafted the law, why they 

decided 20 was the number.  But I don't see a 

downside to raising that number to 40.  If nobody 

needs it, they won't -- they won't do it.  And if 

they do need it and they're willing to pay for 

it, it's more money in the coffers, you know.  

So I would ask that you consider that when 

you talk about it.  So thanks, thanks for 

listening.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you 

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  Can I -- can I respond to 

the question that was asked?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Sure.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  So the specific code 

section that was -- that was mentioned by 
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Mr. Saladino, so there's a provision in our code 

that a residential property owner can offset the 

parking requirement, the off-street parking 

requirement in a residential lot by -- by 

counting a driveway in a -- a driveway in the 

front yard of a property as one space.  And it 

was suggested that that be taken out, so that 

there would be parking other than the driveway 

provided on the lot.

I know that one, one of the issues with 

this was that what consists of a driveway.  You 

know, if it's the entire front yard, is that a 

driveway, or is it just a certain section of the 

front yard?  That wasn't clear.  So there was a 

suggestion made in drafting this that that 

provision be taken out.  But it has -- it 

doesn't -- it has to do with, just as I said, you 

know, whether the driveway itself should count as 

parking for one car, or other parking spaces be 

required.  

JOHN SALADINO:  I know I gave up -- can I 

just ask one question?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Sure.  

JOHN SALADINO:  So that space on a 

residential lot wouldn't count?  If you abolish 
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this Section 150-16(A), that's -- that space in 

the driveway in the front yard wouldn't count 

towards off-street parking?  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  It wouldn't automatically 

count pursuant to this section.  It might still 

be counted by the Planning -- I think it would 

still be up to the discretion of the Planning 

Board or another Board, you know, one of the 

Boards in the Village, but it wouldn't 

automatically count.  

JOHN SALADINO:  Okay.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Any other discussion 

on the public hearing?  

IAN WILE:  Good evening.  My name is Ian 

Wile.  I'm a resident of the Village at 234 Fifth 

Avenue.  I'm also a business owner in the Village 

with Little Creek Oysters, located in historic 

White's Bait Shop.  I wrote down my notes so I 

wouldn't forget something, but I really 

specifically want to talk about the elimination 

of the grandfather clause for commercial parking 

downtown as part of this.

In my opinion, the grandfather exemption, 

and actually by your father, if I'm correct, I 

think is one of the most important regulatory 
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cornerstones for the economic vitality and 

stability of the downtown.  Even with it in 

place, we have tremendous vacancies that we 

sometimes forget about, and even more at risk of 

closure currently.  Its removal would represent a 

generational setback, in my opinion.  

The clause makes keeping and using existing 

buildings a priority, rather than taking things 

down, right, because we waive parking for reusing 

our existing infrastructure and historic 

buildings, etcetera.  

With this new passage, why would anybody 

decide to keep a building?  Often, all of us have 

experienced some of our buildings are maybe not 

built like modern buildings, and we struggle with 

them, but we love them all like our own children.  

You know, why renovate some of these?  

Further, it punish -- it punishes -- to 

echo what you said, you know, I think that this 

punishes mom-and-pop businesses, that make this 

village a rarity in an era of chain stores.  As a 

resident, I'm proud of the street that I walk 

down every day, and I see the variety that we 

have, and can always have more as well.  

My own background, just for perspective, 
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eight years ago, we were -- my family and I were 

effectively in financial ruin, digging out from 

the global recession of 2008.  With almost no 

capital and a bucket of ideas, some of them 

pretty goofy, and really, some really special 

grassroots support, we left the job search market 

and tried to launch our own lifeboat.  The shop 

we're in now was dormant for about a decade, was 

effectively stuck.  We plunged forward like a 

bunch of idiots.  And if we had been required to 

pay off the proposed number, I wouldn't have 

risked the very little capital that we had.  As a 

result, we've had -- you know, we failed steadily 

for a couple of years, and stuck by core beliefs.  

Those are we buy local, we hire local, we're team 

local, we cooperate and participate in local 

events and government.  

You know, we have what I call a real small 

business, you know, operated by actual humans, 

not corporations.  Like most of the -- every real 

small business in this Village, I'm proud to be 

able to support every request from the 

Go-Fund-Me's, Fire Departments, CAST, hospitals, 

schools and more.  And when the Board stops 

trying to divide some of the downtown economic 
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vitality for the needs of -- you know, and the 

residents are making these kind of artificial 

division, I find it a tremendous loss in our 

community.  

It's my opinion that the Village shouldn't 

erect any code that says to graduating students 

from our school that they won't be able to stick 

their neck out and open a business in their own 

town.  The capital risk just to cover parking is 

just too prohibitive, right?  It's hard enough to 

try, but to punish those who want to try 

something without demolishing a building, or then 

need to raise money to cover opportunity taxes, 

or without the desire or resources to litigate 

this Village into oblivion.  It just may not be 

the design of the proposal, but I think it is an 

unintended consequence.  

I think the proposed modification of this 

code doesn't think through some of those 

unintended consequences.  As far as I can tell, 

it doesn't create a single parking space.  I 

think it discourages historic building retention.  

I think it encourages chains and high-funded 

development, while discouraging small scale 

projects.  The same parking inventory we have 
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today would exist after this passage.  

It's not part of a comprehensive plan, 

which ought to look at housing infrastructure.  

Perhaps, you know, what we're all looking at with 

the -- you know, the listing of two of the 

largest parcels in the Village, which double the 

downtown, and we don't have a plan to deal with 

with regard to the shipyard.  

I know we have parking issues.  As far as I 

can tell, thanks to some great historians in 

town, they go back, you know, nearly a hundred 

years.  Some days we are better than others.  But 

I tried to drive through this Village the other 

day as a visitor, and I noticed we come down 25, 

there's no parking sign that directs people to 

the transit center.  There's no indication that 

there is a municipal lot down there.  There's no 

sign to the Adams Street lot from either Third or 

Front Street.  And on Front Street, there's no 

sign to the municipal lot.  So some of what we 

can do is take the incoming traffic that we do 

have and tell them where we want to go.  It's not 

everybody -- every visitor's fault for not 

finding some room.  Even in the peak of summer, I 

think we've already found spaces over at the MTA 
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transit lot.  There is, like I said, no sign to 

send anybody there.  

And the last thing I would say is I've just 

had the remarkable privilege to travel around a 

large swath of this mostly fine nation, and in 

10,000 miles and exploring the Route 25s of the 

country, I went through a tremendous number of 

villages and towns and saw decimated downtowns, 

generational poverty, addiction, unemployment, 

depressed residential streets, storefront 

vacancies, and lots of parking.  And I think we 

have such a remarkable place here, and we have 

needs to address, but I don't think we need to 

take away one of the very simple pieces without 

thinking about what else we want to do with it.  

I think if -- you know, we've been to 

places where, okay, granted, you've got to park 

somewhere else, but there may be a complementary 

shuttle.  Can we build the infrastructure, a 

grant that maybe some of this fund can go to 

that.  But to do them without a comprehensive 

approach and just for us to grandfather I think 

is a tremendous disservice to the next two or 

three generations.  And if we were to lose some 

of the buildings that we have, because somebody 
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felt like they needed a building, parking lot 

building, parking lot structure, I think we'd 

change the face of the Village for all time.  

Thank you for your time.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Thank you.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Thank you, Ian.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  William Swiskey, 184 

Fifth Street, Greenport, New York.  I didn't read 

through the whole thing, the -- but are we going 

to eliminate the grandfather provision on parking 

for existing buildings?  Is that what this is 

going to do?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Yes.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Well, I'm not 

particularly in favor of some businesses, but 

this is a knife.  Anybody that wants to sell a 

business, just sticking a knife in their back, 

basically, with this.  I mean, nobody's -- who's 

going to buy a building, say a restaurant with 50 

seats, a small restaurant or whatever?  Nobody's 

going to buy it if they got to go through this 

parking, or, you know, it just ain't going to 

happen.  

You're devaluing the very people you're 

trying to help.  You're devaluing their property 
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and that's -- that's just a fact.  Plus, if 

somebody wants to come in here and build a mega 

hotel, say where the old candy store is, well 

he's going to have beau coup bucks.  He's going 

to buy parking spaces, he's going to get around.  

I think this provision needs to be 

rethought -- rethink.  Doing away with the 

grandfather clause is not a good thing for the 

small businessman.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  Anybody else? 

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:  Good evening.  

Richard Vandenburgh, President of the Greenport 

Village BID.  

I just would like to kind of echo and -- 

some of the sentiments that we've heard.  And I 

think the idea of this change to this law is not 

going to be helpful to our downtown Village 

district.  You know, we certainly -- I think 

they're, you know, actually in an agreement on 

the points that were raised, that it really is 

anti-business for the smaller business person.  

You know, certainly the big-box, large-chain, 

deeper-pocket entities that, you know, we know 

that exist in other places on the South Fork and 

things could certainly, probably handle some of 
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the financial impact of such a change in the law, 

but, really, we don't want to go back.  

I think my understanding is the origin in 

some part of this, this waiver, the grandfather 

clause, dates back to when we had a lot of vacant 

storefronts and small guys that were not able to 

really -- you know, we wanted to attract their 

success and infusion into the Village, and that 

made it possible.  I know it made it possible for 

us 13 years ago, personally speaking, from the -- 

you know, the brewery point of view, that, you 

know, the ability to not have to necessarily pay 

for that startup cost for those parking spots, 

being able to take advantage of the waiver of 

that, being able to renovate a building that was 

essentially on the verge of being condemned and 

stretched our budgets thin.  The ability to know 

that we did not have the added obligation of 

having to pay for parking spots was a huge 

consideration for us.  

I think, you know, the idea of increasing 

it to a point where it's prohibitive, I mean, you 

know, you heard the examples of when it came for 

a 10-seat location to have "X" number of parking 

spots at $5,000 a spot, it's absolutely 
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prohibitive and anti-business.  And I would 

absolutely not support it, and I don't believe 

the BID would support at all such an onerous 

added expense for development.  

I also think, too, the idea of picking a 

number of $5,000 without really understanding 

what is the plan or what is our vision for how we 

would, in terms of collecting any type of funds 

for this parking, you know, amount, or budget, or 

line item account.  Where is that money going to 

go to?  How are we going to use that money?  What 

is the -- what is the vision or the plan that 

ultimately supports the fact that, you know, 

look, we need to build, hopefully, not a 

seven-story garage, but we need to do things that 

are going to be more assistive for people coming 

into the Village, things that -- or a plan that 

could help people find parking and better 

signage, or clearly designated areas.  

What is the plan that ultimately supports 

the fact that let's ask for more money per 

parking spot?  Because I think it's -- or we're 

just going to charge more and we'll figure that 

out later, is really the only understanding I 

have in terms of saying that we're going to up 
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the number from 2500 and doubling it to 5,000.  

The -- you know, the interpretation that we 

have a parking problem is certainly a hot-button 

item for a lot of different people, a lot of 

different opinions.  But without a vision in 

terms of what we plan to do to try to remediate 

that, and what are those steps that we would 

take, and what is the cost that it will take 

to -- in essence, to effect those steps, just to 

simply pass a law to increase the amount to that 

extent and require this is really only half the 

thought.  There's no vision to really why you 

would consider increasing this, and vacating the 

grandfather clause for, you know, any existing 

businesses that benefit from it.  

So I would urge the Board to hold off, 

really revisit the idea of what is it that we're 

going to do specifically.  What is our budget to 

do what?  And, A, what have we accumulated so 

far?  I would love to know kind of clear 

transparency about what have we -- what have we 

accumulated or received thus far in the past 

three, four, five years that goes towards that 

parking, you know, line item, and what are we 

doing with that money?  You know, what is 
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happening?  

I think there needs to be a little bit more 

transparency, because if you can develop a plan, 

then you can garner support, because everybody 

understands where the goal is that we want to get 

to and what is it you want to do.  But this, I 

believe, is just a huge cart-before-the-horse 

kind of law, and I -- and I don't support it, we 

don't support it at all.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

RANDY WADE:  Randy Wade, Sixth Street, 

Greenport.  I already sent you my comment on 

this, but I never heard back.  

In addition to the Movie Theater, if 

they're to reopen, they've been closed now for 

long enough so that we need a new application for 

a C of O, and the Opera House, what would happen 

to those two?  The new code would limit them to 

being able to buy out 20 seats.  So that means 

there would only be 20 people allowed in those 

two businesses?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No.  

RANDY WADE:  How would it be done then?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  The Movie Theater has been 

operating continuously, the Movie Theater is not 
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closed.  

RANDY WADE:  When it goes -- when it's 

dormant and you haven't used the property after a 

certain amount of time, then you have to reapply 

again.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Where does that say that in 

our code?  I don't remember seeing that.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  It's not in our code.  

RANDY WADE:  Excuse me.  Could you check 

with the Attorney, because that's the way it is 

in most municipalities.  Are you saying that you 

can go out of business and keep your same -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  The Movie Theater is not 

out of business.  

RANDY WADE:  It's not operating.  I mean -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  During COVID, it did not.  

Before COVID, it was operating every summer.  

RANDY WADE:  Right, but it has not been for 

long enough, so that one could say that -- 

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  The Village, I think the 

Village has a different opinion about the Movie 

Theater than you do.  

RANDY WADE:  I love the Movie Theater.  I'm 

only using it to illustrate the example, is all.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  I don't think it's -- 
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RANDY WADE:  Of course, we want that to 

reopen.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  You're thinking that the 

Village -- that the Movie Theater lost its right 

to operate?  If that's your opinion, then I think 

it's different from the Village's opinion.  

RANDY WADE:  So are you saying that if you 

don't use a property for the use that you have a 

C of O for for a certain period of time, that you 

don't lose that nonconforming use?  Isn't there 

something about nonconforming uses?  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  That's a gross 

oversimplification of a complicated law, that 

every circumstance it applies to is applied 

differently.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Right.  

RANDY WADE:  But you would make an 

exception for the Movie Theater, because we love 

the Movie Theater, right?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No, the Village Attorney is 

not going to make that, you're addressing the 

Board.  I mean, but the Movie Theater, it's 

there.  As the code is now, 1991 and pre-existing 

buildings are exempt from that.  Nothing in the 

code says if you don't operate for a 
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year-an-a-half or two years, that you have to go 

back to square one.  I don't know where you're 

getting that from.  

RANDY WADE:  I misunderstood the 

legislation.  So if the building was pre-1950, 

you say?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  1991 is when this was 

enacted, the grandfathering started, and it -- 

RANDY WADE:  Does that mean -- excuse me, 

I'm sorry to interrupt.  But if any building was 

pre-1991, do they still have no parking 

requirements?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  As of right now, yes, the do.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Right now. 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  There is no parking 

requirement.  

RANDY WADE:  If you pass this law, will 

they still have no parking requirements?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  The ones that are there now 

will not.  If somebody goes for a change of use 

of the building, they will have to go by what the 

new law would read.  

RANDY WADE:  So what about the Opera House, 

what if somebody turned that into a theater?  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  I don't think we -- the 
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Board's -- the Board's not here to correct -- 

give opinions on -- we're here tonight to take 

public input, not to give opinions on particular 

situations.  And as, once again, every situation 

is -- has different facts, and it's a complicated 

situation, that every one of them is a 

complicated situation to which the law needs to 

be applied to those particular facts.  

RANDY WADE:  It's really not as complicated 

as you make it seem, and it's something that we 

citizens should understand when we are making 

comments on a law.  And if you people are 

proposing the law, and you are proposing a law, 

I'd like to know what the problem is that's being 

solved by -- and I'd like to know how the Opera 

House, that has not been a performance space for 

many decades -- 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Randy, could you please 

make a comment on the actual public hearing, 

which is what your thoughts are on the law, not 

going into an individual property within the 

Village of Greenport?  Could you, please, make a 

comment on the -- 

RANDY WADE:  My comments are that I don't 

think you guys have fully explained both what the 
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problem is that's being solved and what the full 

ramifications of this are.  And I think we need a 

meeting, you know, before you vote on it where 

it -- I don't want to put you on the spot now, 

but I would certainly hope you won't vote for it 

now until it's been explained to us what the 

problem is and how will many businesses be 

affected.  

Because, like I'm just going to do a 

for-instance.  Maybe you feel that there are too 

many nightclubs and restaurants that are opening 

without providing parking, and you want to have a 

limit on that, or something.  But then I would 

say let's look at alternatives to addressing that 

problem.  But I just don't understand the problem 

you're solving.  It hasn't been a problem.  

We're not going to -- we don't want to have 

parking lots.  I mean, that's the given, we don't 

want to have parking lots.  So saying any 

business would have a maximum of 20 parking 

spots, so a maximum occupancy of 40, the way -- 

you know, is really about what you're saying, 

including some of those 40 spots, which is 

workers.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No, that's not -- that's 
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not -- a group of five people constitutes one 

parking spot, a table at a restaurant.  

RANDY WADE:  Well, the code does it, I 

guess, by square footage of the restaurant.  But, 

quite often, it's like you imagine two people are 

coming in a car.  They're coming -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay, but you're assuming 

that's -- 

RANDY WADE:  Yeah, I'm just generalizing.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  If you have comments or 

suggestions towards what the code is -- we're not 

voting on this tonight, it's a public hearing to 

take comments on it.  

RANDY WADE:  Great.  Oh, great.  I 

misunderstood, I'm so sorry.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Well, that's why I said 

public hearing when we started.  We take a public 

hearing.  And this has been discussed over the 

past 10 months, 11 months, brought up by Trustees 

at regular work sessions.  So you go back and 

look at all those minutes where the Trustees 

discuss problems, issues they wanted to address, 

and that's where the law got formulated.  So you 

can go back and read the minutes.  You were at 

some of these meetings, so you heard the 
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comments.  

RANDY WADE:  I was -- I was at the meetings 

and I still -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  So that's -- 

RANDY WADE:  -- am very vague on what the 

problem is that's being solved.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  The problem, it's been 

explained numerous times.  The Trustees said the 

feelings of what they were trying to do.  

RANDY WADE:  Okay.  I'm just saying I was 

there and I'm confused, but thank you very much.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Well, maybe we could 

send you copies of the minutes and you can read 

them again, if you think that would be helpful.  

RANDY WADE:  Well, if they're so clear, and 

if it's so clear in your mind, if you could just 

restate the main goal of this, that would be 

really great.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  The main goal was that 

places that were retail were becoming restaurants 

with no additional parking.  So you had two 

employees, you would have needed -- two employees 

and three customers, you would have needed two 

parking spots.  And all of a sudden you end up 

with a 10-table -- 10 tables in there, which is 
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50 people, and now you need 10 parking spots.  

RANDY WADE:  Okay.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  And so -- it was also 

retail businesses downtown that were becoming 

different uses.  

RANDY WADE:  I am sympathetic to that.  I 

would hate to see all of our services and retail 

establishments be turned over to restaurants.  

That would be a very boring and not very usable 

town.  So, yeah, then I would just -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  But that law was discussed, 

brought up by a couple of different Trustees, was 

brought up a long time ago.  That's why it took 

so long to get to this point to try to put 

everything together.  

I believe, also, I remember you were saying 

it should be $20,000 for a spot, because you 

wanted to hit them hard and hit them heavy, and 

we didn't feel that was an appropriate amount at 

that point.  So that's why we toned down what you 

had proposed at one of the meetings when you were 

there discussing the same thing with us.  

RANDY WADE:  Yeah.  No.  Practically 

speaking, I mean, I thought the point was to pay 

for parking in order to maybe buy land for 
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parking, and if you did that, then you'd divide 

up like a quarter-acre-buy and you'd come up with 

a different price.  You're right, you would come 

up with a different price.  I get -- but that was 

kind of before I started studying the issue and 

found out that a lot of towns are now looking at 

how to reduce parking requirements, in order to 

have -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Right.  Some of those was 

to clarify when applicants for places downtown 

who were going for a new building, it was between 

Planning and Zoning, are they asking for parking 

spots, are they asking for payments?  The code 

was very -- it was not clear where we could 

decisively say, the Planning Board Attorney could 

say you need "X" amount of parking spots and this 

is what the price is, and they went back and 

forth between the two Boards for months.  And 

we're trying to clarify the code to alleviate 

that discussion, so the Planning Board and the 

Zoning Board know exactly where they stand with 

the amount of what's going to be there.  

The 2500 was in -- has been in the code for 

years, but it hasn't been enforced.  There was no 

way to actually enforce it on the preexisting 
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buildings.  And new buildings had it, but it was 

not -- it wasn't being done, and they were 

unclear how they would go about doing that.  And 

we were trying to clarify the code, so that they 

would know, it would be very cut and dry, boom, 

this is what it is.  You put in 80 seats, you 

need 15 parking spots, and that's where it is.  

RANDY WADE:  And so would the ZBA be able 

to charge also when they see a project -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No, that's not it.  If it's 

a site plan process, they go before the Planning 

Board.  

RANDY WADE:  Okay.  Because, frankly, the 

residential zones are the ones that have space to 

have parking, and some residents are not -- you 

know, they're parking on the street, rather than 

have space for a driveway.  So I almost rather 

see the residential districts pay if they want a, 

you know, garden on their driveway, which I think 

it's really wonderful.  The cost of a renovation 

is so high, that then they could pay the actual 

land costs for the parking space that they're 

taking, you know, on the street instead, but -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  If somebody puts an extra 

bedroom on their house, you want to charge them 
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for a parking spot, is that what you're 

suggesting?  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Basically.  

RANDY WADE:  I guess if they were afford -- 

that would also be an incentive to provide 

affordable housing, if there were affordable -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  But that's a completely 

different story than what we're talking about 

with this, though, I mean.  

RANDY WADE:  Yeah.  I'm sorry to confuse 

you.  I see that -- this is just an example, that 

I do think it would be kind of -- could be useful 

for the residential, but I'm not so sure it's 

that useful for the Commercial District.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  

RANDY WADE:  But I thank you for 

explaining.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All right, Randy.  Anybody 

else wish to comment on the public hearing?  

MS. ALLEN:  Chatty Allen, Third Street.  

And I'll say up front, I haven't read what you 

have proposed.  I have been kind of following 

this.  

So my understanding from tonight is those 

that are grandfathered in right now, if you were 
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to pass this, they don't have to pay for parking 

right now.  If they decide to up their space, 

then they would.  

I agree with John, that it is too much.  

Keep it at, you know, the amount that it is right 

now.  But, also, I agree with him about giving 

the Planning Board the leeway of going up to 

40 spaces, instead of 20.  We've had issues where 

people have needed more than what is -- was 

allotted.  

I appreciate the work that's going into 

this.  We've been talking about parking issues 

forever.  I personally don't want to see a 

parking garage.  And everyone thinks that if you 

put one in, it's going to be right in the center 

of the Village.  I said this in years past that 

if you go on Adams Street, that first large 

municipal lot, that's backed off the main road, 

it's backed off of Third Street, you don't really 

see.  One could go there, if that's the route you 

eventually end up taking.  

What a lot of people don't always think 

about is the Village is one square mile.  Where 

do they expect you to get the space from within 

that without buying property to tear it down to 
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make more parking?  That's the only other option 

at this point.  

You know, I brought up about Fourth Street.  

There's an issue with that because of the tanks 

that are -- have been underground, probably since 

before I was born.  I remember when there was 

fuel there when I was a little kid, you know.  I 

mean, because that would be an ideal added 

parking area.  I go past it multiple times a day 

and think, dang, I wish there was nothing under 

there, so you could level that out and you'd get 

plenty of parking in there.  

I do agree with the ideas of -- with the 

money that more visible signs, where there is 

municipal free parking.  I don't want to see the 

parking in residential areas.  I don't want to 

see residents having to pay for added parking.  

It's hard enough as it is, you know, on a 

homeowner nowadays, but that's a different topic 

for later.  

But, like I said, I -- you know, I agree 

with what John was saying.  And I appreciated the 

work that you guys have been putting in.  This 

isn't an easy thing to try and figure out.  Thank 

you.  
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Anybody else wish to 

address the public hearing?  

ROSALIE RUNG:  Hi.  Rosalie Rung, 234 Fifth 

Avenue.  I actually have no comment that hasn't 

been made already.  I just have two questions, if 

that's okay.  

The first question, if this is enacted, 

will any parking be created as a result of it?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Yes.  There was a 

discussion about, I think it was, four or five 

months ago to try to improve Moore's Lane with 

repaving the old firemen's track, put in lighting 

and stripes, and stuff like that.  When this 

first came up, what are we going to do with the 

money, that was the plan that I had come up with 

to go and improve that.  We don't have the funds 

to do it now, and then try to get the shuttle 

service working.  So to use that side road that's 

there, it's in really bad shape, and to make it a 

nice place for people to go and park and then use 

the shuttle from there to come down into town.  

So anybody that came here, it would be used 

towards that, and also repaving Adams Street 

parking lot, which does need -- 

ROSALIE RUNG:  So that was my second 
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question, is what would happen with the funds 

they are raising?  So you're intending to build a 

new -- a new lot with that?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  There's no new lot to do 

it, so it would just be -- the money would be 

used strictly for improvements on the parking 

lots, signage, and, you know, hopefully, doing 

the parking lot up on Moore's Lane, to make it a 

viable option, so people aren't looking like 

they're going down a dirt road to park their car 

to get on a bus to come into the Village, to make 

it look presentable.  

ROSALIE RUNG:  So this is -- I mean, a new 

business that may have to pay for "X" number of 

parking spaces won't be getting anything for that 

investment, right?  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  I don't see the logic. 

ROSALIE RUNG:  They're not getting any 

parking for that, that investment, new business.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  If somebody changes their 

site plan and they go and put a business in, they 

have to go by what is in the code, the amount of 

parking spots that are needed for a commercial 

business.  

ROSALIE RUNG:  So the business would still 
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be required to create parking spaces in addition 

to paying for the spaces?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Well, if all -- in total, 

they need 10 parking spaces, and they have three 

onsite, they would pay for the seven they don't 

have.  

ROSALIE RUNG:  But they don't get those 

seven.  You don't create them?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  They don't get those.  

They're paying for that, and that money is being 

used to improve parking lots that we already 

have, or do additional parking lots in the 

future.  

ROSALIE RUNG:  I just wanted to clarify 

that.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay, you're welcome.  

Anybody else want to address the public hearing?  

IAN WILE:  I spoke already.  Can I ask a 

follow-up?  Just based on -- I just was curious 

if there is a budget proposed for that Moore's 

Lane, or if we know how much it costs to create, 

you know, each, each municipal spot.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No, we have not actually 

gone through prices on that at all.  It was just 

when this first started 10 months ago, they said, 
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"What are you going to do with the money?"  

IAN WILE:  Yeah. 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  And that was a concept, and 

that's why we moved forward with it, because 

that's where the money would be earmarked to do, 

to make that a nice looking parking lot with 

lights and -- 

IAN WILE:  For sure, I'm all about it.  And 

then the only other thing is I went through the 

budget today to try and find the special fund, 

and I couldn't find the fund.  If somebody could 

direct me on where that is in the -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  I'm not sure where that 

fund is.  We'd have to -- the Treasurer's not 

here, but the Village Administrator can look for 

that and see what's in it.  

IAN WILE:  I'm trying to find how much is 

in there now and where it's been spent in the 

budget.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  I don't know myself.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  That wouldn't be in the 

information.  You'd have to ask the Treasurer for 

that.  That would be in the Capital, the T&A, the 

Trust and Agency accounts.  

IAN WILE:  Okay.  And is that -- that's 
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public information, I assume.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Yes, that's public.  

IAN WILE:  Okay.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Any other comments 

on the public hearing?  All right.  I'll offer a 

motion to close the public hearing, and we will 

discuss it next month.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Is there a second?  Okay.  

All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?  

(No Response) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.

Okay.  Next on the agenda is the public to 

address the Board on any topic.  If anybody from 

the public wants to address the Board, come on 

up, name and address for the record, and we'll 

listen.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  I'll go first.  Maybe it 

will loosen them up.  
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(Laughter)

I really expected the parklet people to get 

up, but I'll get up.  

One question that really isn't on the 

agenda, do you intend to pave Johnson Place this 

summer between Fifth and Sixth Street, where the 

park is?  Because it's -- there's nothing left 

but crumbs.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  That's actually not in what 

we've talked about.  We're doing Wiggins, Fourth 

Street, Kaplan Avenue and Sixth Avenue.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  You really ought to 

consider -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No.  I go down there every 

weekend, Bill, and I understand what you're 

saying.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Yeah.   

MAYOR HUBBARD:  So we'll see if we can -- 

how much it costs on all the other projects, and 

if we can try do that, we will attempt to. 

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  I think you probably have 

about $80,000 or something in the old parking 

fund.  You might want to use that, since you 

consider that parking, but that's up to you.  

All right.  The first thing I wanted to ask 
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about is the Resolution 3-22-5, $30,000 for 

McLean Associates for additional work on the 

ferry route, or whatever it is there, the 

parking.  I've got to find this thing now.  Yeah.  

Oh, here it is.  They want $4500 in -- to -- 

needed for preparation -- where is it here?  New 

York State Department of Transportation Highway 

work permit for the intersection of Third and 

Wiggins Street.  The State don't own Third 

Street, they don't own Wiggins Street, we know 

that.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  You're saying 

No. 12?  I'm reading -- 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Yeah, which one are 

you talking about?  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Well, I'm in the proposal 

right now.  It's --  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No. 5?  I'm sorry.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Oh, 5, you said?    

MAYOR HUBBARD:  I thought he said 12.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Page 2 of McLean's 

proposal.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Okay.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Resolution 5?  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Well, that's the 
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resolution to give them $33,000, but what they're 

asking for, the reason they're requesting these 

supplemental funds are listed in Page 2 of their 

basic proposal, this page.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Oh, I see what you're 

saying.  That's what he's saying.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  He's got the breakdown.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Yeah.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Like I said, the State 

does not own Third Street, it does not own 

Wiggins Street, those are Village streets.  The 

State highway comes to Front and turns east to 

the water, that's Route 25.  The State doesn't 

own the street.  Why are we paying these people 

to get a work permit that we don't need from the 

State?  Had anybody asked them that?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Well, the -- Wiggins 

Street, from Sixth Street down to Third Street is 

considered State Route 114.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  The only reason Main -- 

we own the street.  Do they pave the street?  No, 

they don't, George.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  When we had trees taken 

down on there, we added -- sent it to the State 

and the State paid for that.  
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WILLIAM SWISKEY:  Well, the State may have 

paid for it, but that they don't own Moore's Lane 

and that's the alternate truck route.  You own 

Third Street, that's flat out.  You can check 

with your Attorney, he can look at the maps -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  -- and everything else.  

We don't need to go to the State to get a work 

permit there.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  So before you vote on 

this resolution, I would have our Attorney find 

out who exactly owns that street.  You know, the 

State can call part of Fifth Street an extension 

of Route 114 if they want, they can put it on the 

map, but they don't own the highway.  The State 

does that all over the place, you realize that?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  But this is the 

redesign work and the work that's being done on 

the overall total ferry project.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  I understand that.  So 

there's three aspects that have to do with that.  

There's one for 19,000.  But this 45 or 4700, 

they don't need to spend that money.  

And as far as connecting the drain, our 
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drain in Wiggins Street connects to the State 

drain, and we provided land basically for the 

State for the big -- the big drainage ponds, 

which is where the water goes.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Huh-huh.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  You have a right to 

connect this parking lot to that, they can't stop 

you.  I mean, just because McLean did do their 

homework, there's no reason to waste $4700, is 

it?  I would think so anyway.  But you might want 

to have the Attorney look at it.  Anyway, I'll 

move past that.  I just wanted to bring you to 

a -- 

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  Your question -- I don't 

want to comment.  So I know what the issue is, 

I'll explain it to the Board.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  All right.  And where are 

we now?  We're going to -- this proposal for rate 

increases for the electric, water and sewer, the 

sewer is the only place that I can see from your 

financials, and your Treasurer, and your Clerk, 

and your Superintendent of Utility should be able 

to read those financials to see if you need a 

rate increase there or not.  It's a very simple 

process.  I think the process is someplace in a 
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book in Village Hall that we used to use.  You 

know, we didn't hire people to do these.  

But I can see -- or you need a sewer rate 

increase, what's it going to cost you, what -- 

what is Sandy Beach going to bring in compared to 

what you're going to spend.  You know, that's a 

whole complicated thing, but the electric and 

water, it's unnecessary, it's wasted money, and I 

would just rip that part out of that resolution.  

That's Resolution 22-13.  You might want to 

consider that.  

And now here's one that really gets me 

here, is Resolution 22-17.  Now, recently, you 

raised the price of the Carousel like, I don't 

know, 50% or something, because, oh, we might 

need money to fix the Carousel, and you gave the 

Marina a very low rate increase.  Well, the 

Marina is costing you more money on this one 

change order than the Carousel is going to cost 

in the next 10 years.  I don't understand it.  

That's -- that was the argument at the time 

against the Carousel rate increase.  But, what 

the heck, let's just throw money at the Marina 

and not charge them.  

We should be charging the Marina.  We could 
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raise that 20% tomorrow, and these people are 

going to come and they're going to pay for this.  

Plus, I don't know what the -- the last estimates 

I got from basically some dock builders I know, 

it's going cost $3 million to replace the 

bulkhead at Mitchell Park.  Another million 

dollars for the work Railroad Dock, which 

generates $10,000 a year in income.  So I 

think -- and I spoke at the time, it was very 

foolish to take that dock from the County, which 

you did, because you bored a big hole in the 

ground, which you're now going to have to fill.  

So you're going to have to do something.  You're 

going to have to raise a lot more money at the 

Railroad Dock to justify spending a million 

dollars.  

I think the Board really has to consider, 

can you give it back to the County, wash your 

hands of it, or just close it down, let the 

County take it back?  To spend that kind of money 

for a few boats to dock there is just not worth 

it.  That's -- if you're running a business, you 

know that's -- that's just beyond.  Nobody would 

run a business like that.  

All right.  There's a couple of more items 
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on the agenda.  Excuse me, because it's thick 

tonight.  Oh, I'll save that one for last.  

Well, I know that you've got a proposal on 

here to buy a 50 and a -- 55-foot bucket truck.  

Basically, the tallest pole you've got in the 

Village is a 45-foot truck -- I mean, a 45 -- 

40-foot pole, 45-foot pole.  All right.  So why 

aren't you buying 45-foot bucket trucks, which 

are actually much smaller?  

Have you seen the way Hawkeye's 60-footers, 

50 and 60-footers tie up the street?  You put two 

Village bucket trucks back to back, the ones we 

got now, they don't do that.  Granted, a couple 

of them are getting old and need to be replaced.  

Probably should have been replaced five or ten 

years ago, a couple of them, because you usually 

replace a bucket truck every eight to ten years.  

But you don't need these enormous trucks.  

I would have my Superintendent look into 

acquiring 45-foot trucks, similar to the sign and 

material handler you got right now, that small 

truck, and it fits your streets.  You don't have 

wide highways here.  That's consideration that 

the Board should be looking at, that the 

Superintendent should be looking at.  You're 
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going to put two of these trucks, say, on Sixth 

Street and block it?  It makes no sense to me.  

But, again, I think it's things that you might 

want to table that motion and look into it.  And 

the smaller trucks are going to be cheaper, to 

begin with.  

All right.  Now the last one I want to talk 

about is Resolution 22-31, the parklets.  Now 

Mr. Vandenburgh got up at the work session, he 

gave this impassioned plea, strategical and 

tactical.  I thought I was back in the military 

or something with that.  But the point is, the 

intel he was using, or we call it that, that 

survey, that goes back to the year of COVID.  

That's almost irrelevant right now.  

And I think to put the parklets back right 

now, especially for such a small price, is just a 

slap in the face to the rest of us in the Village 

of Greenport.  If you put those parklets up, 

you're not getting your hook and ladder truck on 

that, on parts of those streets, and you know how 

that has to stretch out.  It has to park in one 

gutter to reach over to the other side to get it 

up over a building, and I'm sure the Fire 

Department has told you that.  But it's up to you 
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to consider.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Thank you.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  So the question about the 

ownership of Third Street, so in the -- in the 

change order for LKMA, they're requesting $4,500 

to file a permit with the State that they claim 

that they didn't realize they needed to file, 

because they were not aware that Third Street was 

a State road.  That's what I understand the 

question is about.  So there is -- there is a 

$4500 allocation in the change order for that, 

that permit, so permit to the State.  

The only question I would have about that 

is if they're doing a design -- if they're doing 

design engineering, whether the permit is 

actually required at this stage, you know, or if 

it's something that it needs to be filed when 

the -- if construction starts at some point in 

the future, so -- but that's $4500, and it's 

acknowledged that Third Street is a State 

highway.  

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  By the Village or McLean?  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  By -- well, McLean, 

McLean is claiming that they verified it.  
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WILLIAM SWISKEY:  They're claiming, and I'm 

claiming it's not.  Maybe you should look into 

it, Joe.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  Yes.  So, anyway -- 

(Laughter) 

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  -- in either case, I 

think the $4500 would be -- should be paid when 

the permits are required to be filed.  I don't 

know that it's required to be filed in the design 

stage.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  Which is -- 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Mr. Mayor.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Mr. Mayor, I'm -- go 

ahead, Julia, first.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  I was under the impression 

that all of the design work will eventually be 

refunded to us as part of the grant, once, you 

know, we do all the work.  Am I mistaken in that?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  No.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  No, okay.  So, I mean, 

it's coming back to us, it's just we have to pay 

it now, we've bonded now.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  He's questioning whether it 
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should be paid at all by anybody at any time.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Okay.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  That was -- that was his 

question.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Oh, okay.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  That was Mr. Swiskey's 

question.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Oh, okay.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Yes.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  But -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  He's saying it's not a 

State road, so you shouldn't need a State permit, 

so it's a waste of -- whoever the bottom line is, 

of going back to, nobody should be paying that, 

was his question and his point.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Well, then the work 

doesn't get done, it makes no sense.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  All right.  Anybody 

else wish to address the Board?  

PETER HARRIS:  Good evening, Ladies and 

Gentlemen.  Peter Harris, 212 Knapp Place, 

Greenport.  I'm just here tonight to voice my 

opinion pertaining to the parklets.  

During the course of the pandemic, I think 

the parklets served a very -- it was a great need 
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for the businesses, especially the restaurant 

business, many of the retailers also use them.  

The first year they were greatly used.  Second 

year, definitely seen a decline of the use of 

many of the parklets that were erected, to the 

point where halfway during the season, they 

wanted it dismantled and taken away.  

I just personally feel, I think it's time 

for Greenport to get back to being Greenport.  

And for many of the businesses, for them, for 

proceeds and what have you, yeah, maybe it was.  

But I will tell you, as a grandfather that took 

his grandson almost every day, and to walk down 

through that Village seeing the masks, seeing the 

garbage, seeing the snooty people that were 

coming to Greenport, to be able to sit outside 

and wine and dine themselves at the expense of 

the common person.  So I just think it's time 

that Greenport get back to being what Greenport 

used to be.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  Anybody else 

wish to address the Board?  

RANDY WADE:  Randy Wade, Sixth Street, 

Greenport.  I do hope you consider the parklets 

another year.  As you notice, I'm wearing a mask.  
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A lot of people I know really do feel 

uncomfortable going indoors to eat, and having 

the outside, it was just a wonderful lively 

atmosphere.  A lot of us, you know, residents, we 

liked walking around and seeing people.  

There are people who have done studies 

back -- Wayne White was the first one who 

videotaped what did people want, what would make 

a place active.  And he would do hours of 

videotape, and he found that they liked movable 

chairs, but, really, they liked people-watching, 

and that's what's been so fun.  So thanks.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  Anybody else wish to 

address the Board?  

ERIC KOCH:  Eric Koch, 127 Sterling Avenue.  

Before I begin, I would first like to acknowledge 

all of the time and hard work this Board has put 

into the property and subsequent project at 

123 Sterling.  

I apologize for not bringing this matter to 

your attention earlier, but I was out of town in 

the fall when these particular meetings were 

taking place.  I, too, being a tenant right next 

door at 127 Sterling Avenue, have also been 

deeply intertwined with the project since 
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construction started.  I appreciate your 

consideration and taking the time to listen.  

I am here to address Clause 3 of the 

Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions 

regarding five affordable units at 123 Sterling 

Avenue.  The clause reads as follows:  

"The units shall only be sold to purchasers 

that can demonstrate that they are first-time 

homebuyers and do not own any other residential 

property."  

As I mentioned, I have lived in Greenport 

Village for the past four years now.  I have 

rented a room at 127 Sterling Avenue for the 

entire duration.  I co-own and operate a small 

fast-growing business called Peconic Boat Rental, 

which runs alongside Peconic Water Sports.  Both 

fit quite nicely into the community, and employ 

local workers.  And I have every intent to make a 

life for myself and a future here in Greenport, 

my ties are here to stay.  

Fourteen years ago, in 2008, I made an 

investment into a property solely as an 

investment property.  I have never had a primary 

residence, and I had no intention to ever make 

that property my primary residence.  It was an 
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investment, and the rental income is a large part 

of the reason I can live here in Greenport today 

and build my business.  

Per every other eligibility statute listed 

as a required -- as a requirement for 

application, including qualifying as a first-time 

homebuyer, I am eligible.  However, due to my 

owning a residential property, I will be 

disqualified on account of the latter part of 

Clause 3.  

The way this reads, someone who owns a 

house in Ohio, that has been trying to make a 

life for themselves here in Greenport, they're -- 

will be ineligible.  Comparing the two places 

would be comparing apples and oranges.  This also 

doesn't take into account that someone could have 

invested in stock, or commercial property even, 

instead of a house and still be eligible.  I find 

this to be unfair.  Owning an investment should 

not disqualify you.  

Given the past four years, I clearly have 

every intent to make Greenport my home and 

continue to contribute to the community.  An 

opportunity like this would change my life.  As 

you know, the housing situation here in town is 
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dire, and shows no real signs of getting any 

easier.  

I ask if the Board would consider the 

following perspective as eligible, or change 

Clause 3 to read as follows:  

The units shall only be sold to purchasers 

that can demonstrate that they are first-time 

homebuyers, and do not own any other residential 

property within Southold Town."  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  

ERIC KOCH:  Any thoughts?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Well, it's something that 

has to be discussed and everything else, because 

we already voted on the covenants.  They're in 

there and they were signed off by the Village 

Attorney and by the property owner and his 

attorney.  So I don't know if we can even be 

allowed to change that at this point, but that's 

something that would have to be discussed.  

ERIC KOCH:  Okay.  Thank you very much.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Anybody else wish to 

address the Board?  

LINDA KESSLER:  Linda Kessler, 25 Front 
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Street, owner of Kessie.  I am a property owner 

at 130 Front Street, and I am on the Greenport 

BID Board.  And I'm here to -- I missed the work 

session, so I'm here to speak in favor of the 

parklets.  I sent in a letter.  Thank you, 

Trustee Phillips, for acknowledging my comments.  

I am going to read from here, because I get very 

nervous when I speak in front of people.  

So I'm expressing my wish that parklets 

return to Greenport for the 2022 season, and ask 

for your support, and to take the bold step in 

voting yes.  Over the last couple of years, I 

have personally heard from visitors and members 

of the community about the positive effect they 

have on the Village.  People comment on the 

vibrancy that they bring to the downtown area, 

and that they create a happy atmosphere and safe 

environment.  

The parklets originated out of the 

pandemic, but have grown into a positive, healthy 

outdoor space that encourages both the community 

and visitors alike to share Greenport's 

uniqueness.  We now stand out from our 

neighboring towns and embrace a walking Village.  

In response to some of the comments that 
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COVID is now over, there is a new strain coming 

around.  I don't think it's something we should 

all panic about, but the fact is it's still here.  

You know, will we be told in two months that we 

have to put masks back on?  I have customers that 

come in, they -- you know, "Do we wear a mask," 

"Can we wear our mask?"  It's whatever makes 

people comfortable right now.  But people do 

enjoy sitting outside.  

And, also, many of the people that do sit 

outside are people in this room.  I and my family 

sit outside.  I've seen the Village employees, 

Village officials, we all enjoy sitting outside 

in the nice weather when we have the opportunity.  

So businesses are still recovering, and one 

positive thing that I see on Front Street is that 

the parklets slow down traffic.  They have 

totally discouraged the U-turns that I panic 

about every day.  I mean, I see them jump 

sidewalks, I see parents with strollers, older 

people trying to back up out of the way.  So, 

again, I think that is an important factor.  

The third factor is that we all know that 

the restaurants and other businesses need 

deliveries, and we get huge trucks that come 
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through.  I think they're all using First Street 

and the Adams Street park now, along with the new 

loading zones, because when we have the parklets 

there, those huge trucks cannot stop and 

double-park.  And there are many times that I've 

sent photos to the Village and to some of the 

Trustees, that if a fire truck is coming around, 

or an ambulance, we have a 16-wheeler that's 

double-parked on Front Street and it's an 

accident waiting to happen.  Or there are people 

trying to, in a regular automobile, they come 

around and another one's coming this way and 

there's going to be a head-on.  That is a 

positive thing to have the parklets during our 

busiest season, it eliminates that safety hazard 

of having them there.  

People do use the nearby parking, which is 

in Adams Street.  Yes, we do need signage to send 

people down to the train station.  I think having 

that encouragement, many more should and could 

park in some of our parking that is underutilized.  

Again, please help support the businesses 

that supports so many employees and many of the 

community programs.  I know that my three 

employees, two of which are second-generation 
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people here and have grown up and have worked in 

the Village, and another young man whose family 

has been here for a couple of generations and has 

moved back.  

We're here to support the community and the 

programs, including our Egg Roll, the Cherry 

Blossom Fest.  We do the scavenger hunts for 

Halloween and Christmas, and we do sponsor Dances 

in the Park, Shellabration.  I mean, we're all 

here for you and we would love for you to be here 

for us.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Thank you.  

(Applause) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Anybody else wish to 

address the Board?  All right.  Just -- 

KIRK HODGE:  I'm actually -- I'm actually a 

Texas resident, and this is my son here.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Just name and address 

for -- 

KURT KOCH:  I'm sorry.  I'm Kurt Koch, 

16-3 -- 12634 Ponder Ranch, San Antonio, Texas, 

and I'm just up here taking care of (inaudible).  

But view me as someone, as far as the parklets, 

like really like as a customer and then a 
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Greenport resident.  And I was actually very 

impressed with it, because it signalled to me a 

very flexible government in support of a business 

in extenuating circumstances.  

Again, because I'm in Texas, which is an 

extremely pro business state, and you see it.  

You know, I'm gone for a month-and-a-half, I'm 

going to go back there.  There'll be shopping 

centers up, there'll be houses up, there'll be 

four-story apartment building up, a lot of 

construction that weren't there when I was there 

a month-and-a-half ago.  That's how it is, and 

I'm not exaggerating.  It would just -- it would 

blow you away if you haven't been outside of 

let's say Long Island as a whole, which tends to 

be built out.  

So, again, as an outsider, I -- and you 

see, obviously, with my mask on, I'm not 

convinced we're over the -- you know, the hump 

here with the pandemic, and I'll probably be the 

last one to take one off.  But I have not been 

inside a restaurant for literally two years, like 

I only eat outside.  So it was very welcomed to 

me, I did take advantage of it.  

And, again, I -- it lifted me in a sense, 
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because I could see that you, and whoever were 

making decisions allowing that, was behind the 

businesses.  And I'm sure any restaurant -- well, 

I can't really -- I can't really speak 

specifically, but I'm sure there's enough 

restaurants that are still having a tough time, 

and because they can -- they can welcome people 

like myself, I'm sure it would help.  Thank you. 

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Thank you.   

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

(Applause) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Go ahead.  

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:  Good evening again.  

Richard Vandenburgh, President of the BID.  

I think leadership is hard.  And I can 

appreciate when you're in the role of leadership, 

whether it's a scout leader, homeowners 

association president, guild president, whatever 

it may be.  On the Board of a village where 

there's a lot of diverse views and opinions, 

leadership is hard, and I appreciate that.  I 

appreciate the challenges that this Board is 

faced with in making decisions that they believe 

in their heart of hearts is the right decision.  

But I think strong leadership also requires 
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really clear vision, a vision that ultimately has 

to suss through negative opinions, perhaps 

opinions that don't necessarily offer 

alternatives, emotions that are cast in kind of 

perhaps older world setting, or, you know, prior 

settings of no change.  You have to suss through 

that.  And as a leader and as leaders of our 

Village, you guys have to do that, and it's not 

an easy task.  I appreciate that and I understand 

that.  But I think visionary leadership has to be 

able to challenge the norm.  You have to be able 

to challenge the norm and stand apart from the 

shadow of doubt, because it's visionary 

leadership that's going to serve the day and the 

greater good.  

I think this Board embraced visionary 

leadership in 2020 and exercised courage and 

faith at a time when we needed it most.  But, 

ultimately, what were the unintended consequences 

of that visionary leadership at that time?  Well, 

we know, from looking at the facts and not 

necessarily embracing the emotions, we looked at 

the facts that from 2019 to 2021, there were 50% 

less accidents on Front Street and Main Street 

where the parklets were, 50%.  However, you want 
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to argue that point from an opinion base?  The 

fact is the Chief of Police confirmed that for 

me, that there were 50% less accidents and our 

roads were safer.  

We know from hearing from testimonies from 

our businesses that our businesses were able to 

survive and actually thrived because of the 

parklets.  We've heard some opinions that, yes, 

at the time, they were good, but perhaps an 

opinion is the time now is that we don't need 

them anymore.  I contest that, I disagree with 

that.  

Our businesses continue to need the benefit 

of these parklets, and this year as much as any 

other of the prior two years, they need these 

parklets in order pull themselves out of a 

horrific epic century event as a pandemic.  

We also learned that our Village, in a 

study of all villages and main streets and 

downtowns throughout Long Island, Greenport was 

the only village, the only Main Street that 

actually recovered in a way unlike any other Main 

Street or downtown, specifically attributed to 

the parklets, as reported by the Rauch 

Foundation, who conducts studies nationwide of 
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these type of initiatives and situations, 

factual-based, factual-based results.  We led 

every other town, every other Main Street on Long 

Island in its recovery because of the parklets.  

We factually heard from 295 of our 900 

residents that we surveyed, yes, a year ago, back 

in March of 2021, a year after the -- after the 

pandemic had started.  Two hundred and 

ninety-five of the 900 residents, not business 

owners, not employees, residents, who said that 

they supported the initiative of the parklets, 

they found them beneficial, they would like to 

see them return.  I don't know that there's any 

change, if not even a greater appreciation of 

that benefit this year.  

And we have heard anecdotally from 

hundreds, if not thousands, of others who have 

visited the parklets, dined in our restaurants, 

walked our streets, patronized our merchants, 

that they enjoyed the vibrancy and the atmosphere 

that these parklets bring to our Village.  That 

is a vision that Greenport embraced at the time.  

And all of this progress in a changed world was 

as a result of your visionary willingness to be 

thought leaders.  I urge each one of you to not 
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abandon that visionary work that we have 

accomplished to date.  

I urge each of you to reinforce your 

thought leadership and continue to be courageous 

in standing apart from the negativity, and 

embrace the vision to be a better, stronger and 

more walkable Village in Greenport.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

MS. ALLEN:  Chatty Allen, Third Street.  

And I guess I'm the negativity, because I'm not 

in favor of them going back up this year.  

I know I'm not someone who says COVID is 

over.  No, I am not someone who goes into a place 

that I haven't been before, where I can't 

distance myself, like this evening, so I don't 

have a mask on in here.  I still wear my mask at 

work, even though we do not have to wear them.  I 

don't know.  I don't feel this is over.  That's 

my personal feeling.  It's for my health.  And 

because I've been taking care of it like that, 

I'm actually proud to say, since we first went 

into lockdown, I have not taken a single day off 

of work.  I'm one of maybe three drivers with my 

company that has not taken time off from work.  

Yes, I take care of myself, I protect 
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myself, I do what I'm supposed to do.  Has it 

been easy?  No.  I've had a lot of health issues, 

so I haven't been at a lot of meetings, but I 

watch them when they're being broadcasted. 

There are certain -- for certain meetings that I 

felt I should be here, and I would wear my mask 

and come, and always sit in the back away from 

others.  

Last week, it was brought up us against 

them.  That's how this is being portrayed.  A 

lifelong resident, who has safety issues, that 

does not feel that they need to go up this year.  

Doesn't many that I said COVID is over.  Doesn't 

mean that I said that people don't still feel 

comfortable going into a restaurant to eat.  But 

that doesn't mean you have to stop supporting the 

businesses.  You can do takeout to still help the 

business.  

I said this last week.  When we went on 

lockdown, it wasn't your tourists coming here and 

doing takeouts, it was your residents.  And 

residents online, and I don't know how many 

emails the Mayor and the Trustees have gotten, 

that have said no, no to the parklets.  But we're 

the bad guys.  We're the ones that get the 
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negativity thrown at us, because we raise 

concerns about our First Responders.  It's our 

First Responders, every decision that's made, 

they need to be at the top of the list.  They 

need to be heard, and from day one, they haven't 

been heard.  I have family members, people that I 

have known since I was born in these departments.  

And I said it last week, I was here the night of 

the fire that took these two men.  A day doesn't 

go by that they're not in my thoughts.  I don't 

ever want to see another First Responder go 

through that.  That's where my heart is, is with 

them, and always will be, and I will back them 

1000 percent over anything.  

When you raise concerns, one of the things 

is, oh, yes the parklets are great for sitting 

in, it opens the sidewalks up.  But then you have 

people going back and forth in front of you when 

you're trying to walk or push a carriage.  

You know, there's pros and cons for both, 

but for the Board to be told do the right thing, 

do what you did when we went into lockdown, 

things have changed since then.  We've seen 

things.  You need to do what you feel is right.  

And if you do vote for these again, I really hope 
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it's put in there that every single business that 

has a parklet has to go back in front of the 

Planning Board, because they're increasing their 

space.  

The restrictions right now are listed -- 

are lifted.  So if you have a 50-seat restaurant, 

and then you have tables outside that you're 

turning over, they need to be counted.  Things 

need to be redone.  I mean, you're talking -- you 

know, it should have to go back before the 

Planning Board again to get approval for them to 

up their spacing.  Fair is fair.  

And as far as the price per parking space, 

they're going to get half the money back.  Sorry, 

they want them, they pay for their own to put up 

and take down.  The Village and the residents 

should not have to pay for that, the businesses 

should be paying for that.  

I think that's a slap in the face to 

everyone to say we're going charge you "X" amount 

for a parking spot, but then we're going to give 

half of that back to the BID.  Seriously?  That's 

a drop in the bucket.  

So I really hope you have thought about 

this, you've listened to everyone, not just the 
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loudest voices.  

On a different topic, which was brought up 

at a work session about accessory buildings on 

properties, and it was brought up about them not 

needing parking for that.  That was a suggestion.  

This hasn't gone into effect or anything else.  

That should be taken off the table in talks right 

there, because if you're going put an accessory 

building above a garage and say, well, because 

you're going add housing, well, we're hot going 

to make you have parking, that's a slap in the 

face to every person who hasn't been able in the 

past to expand because of parking.  

You got to think, you know, what's been 

going on in the past, and like I brought up last 

week, I really think you need to rethink your 

short-term -- short-term rental code and put it 

in.  Change it to year-round or owner-occupied 

only.  That's one way to put housing back on.  

It's another way to have these houses not be 

purchased for the sole purpose of short-term.  

We need people in the Village for our fire 

departments, for our hospitals, for our schools.  

We're losing people left and right, because they 

can't find housing anywhere.  And with having a 
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short-term rental, you're pulling housing off the 

market.  And I know it was done to help out those 

who had it, but didn't live there, so they could 

only do it "X" amount, but it turns out that 

they're doing it year-round.  They're not 

abiding, no one's checking on it, you know.  So 

you want and try and put some housing back on the 

market, that's one way of doing.  

I mean, I, just on my short part of the 

Village that I do, I see the amount of places 

that are being renovated, and you know that it's 

going to be short-term rentals again, it's not 

for locals.  It's not for local housing, it's not 

for year-round housing.  We need that.  

And my other question is, I don't know if 

you have an answer for, do you know when the 

ferry slip is going to -- the work is going to be 

done on that?  Because this ferry line just gets 

out of hand every day.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Yeah, they've done one 

slip, they still have to do another slip.  

CHATTY ALLEN:  I mean -- 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  So it's going to be another 

couple of months.  

MS. ALLEN:  I got caught all the way on 
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Ninth Street one morning and I couldn't passed it 

in my bus because of the way these people are 

parking, and no one's overseeing it.  In the 

past, we would have people there overseeing, you 

know.  And that was another thing when we had had 

a hearing, that I had asked that you extended it 

to Sixth Street, with no parking on the south 

side of the road, because they block -- 

WILLIAM SWISKEY:  The driveways.  

MS. ALLEN:  No, it's not the driveways, 

Bill.  There's cars parked, so the ferry line is 

in the actual lane.  And I've -- instead of even 

saying anything, I've just rerouted, because I 

can't get from Sixth to Fifth on Wiggins, you 

know, because of that, and that's why I had said 

make it all the way to Sixth.  

And, personally, when you have things like 

this, I know -- I don't know how much longer it's 

going to be until the new one is put in and we no 

longer have this problem, but I had also said it 

should be year-round, especially, you know, 

there's only a few -- I don't think any of the 

houses don't have driveways on the south side.  

So there shouldn't be cars there, so you can have 

a -- you know, because when you park on both 
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sides and then try and get a truck or a bus 

through, not going to happen.  

So, all right, my brain is fried tonight, 

so that's it.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Anybody else wish to 

address the Board?  

ANDY HARBIN:  Andy Harbin, 122 Adams 

Street.  First of all, I'm not going to talk 

about the parklets, but I want to thank all of 

you, the Board, the Mayor.  You showed a lot of 

forward thinking when COVID hit.  And along with 

help from the BID, and the people to design and 

to allow the parklets, it was a big help to some 

of the businesses, a lot of businesses, 

especially some that had no indoor dining at all.  

Some of them wouldn't have made it, so you really 

did a great job with that.  

You know, sometimes things happen and 

change.  And, you know, like Chatty said, there's 

pros and cons to this, no doubt about it.  But 

when you have a decision to make, that sometimes 

you just use your eye test, and you look at it 

and you think about it, and was it good, or was 
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it better or was it worse?  I think it's better 

for the Village.  But you've got to really kind 

of get outside the box sometimes.  And if you all 

remember, before Mitchell Park, that eyesore of a 

building still there boarded up, there was many 

people against Mitchell Park.  You know, that 

wasn't just a shoe-in.  There was lots of 

discussions like this about it.  I can't imagine 

the Village without Mitchell Park now and all the 

great things that go on there.  

You know, I would say there a Zoom call 

last week that I listened to.  I couldn't see it, 

but somebody on there mentioned that the 

businesses -- the parklets actually add like a -- 

they gave a -- like a dictionary term for what 

the parklets did, and your extension of the 

businesses that made those businesses more money.  

But he wanted to -- what did the businesses do 

for our Village.  I know most of you, or not all 

of you, have or had, you know, at one time owned 

your own business, or maybe you do now, so you 

know.  I never knew, really.  I've only been in 

business five years, so I spent 52 years just not 

having any idea what businesses did.  

You know, this guy was maybe one person, 
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but even if a few people don't know, I never 

realized how much businesses do for the town.  

It's a rare day when anybody who owns a business 

doesn't have -- you have a store front, somebody 

doesn't come in asking for something, you know.  

We've all -- we all give.  I've never said no to 

anyone that has come to my place.  And there are 

things that we've all given to, like the schools, 

and the fire departments, and Boy Scouts, the 

PBA, the churches, the Chamber of Commerce, CAST, 

the Historical Society, Seaport Museum, the flags 

they do in the park, Christmas decorating 

contests, a lot of things that Linda mentioned, 

which I agree with.  You know, and can you 

imagine us not having Dances in the Park, how it 

was kind of a bummer when we didn't have it 

because of COVID?  Just local events.  Certainly, 

then the ice skating, the roller skating.  Most 

of us all advertised there, and that's good for 

our business, but it's also good for the Village.  

Getting strong businesses, you know, it's 

important.  

You all remember a time when a lot of 

buildings in town were empty.  A lot of them got 

demolished.  You know, a lot of things have 
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changed when the fishing industry and the 

boat-building industry changed in this Village.  

Obviously, 35 years ago, a lot of businesses were 

closed on Sundays.  Now it's revitalized, and I 

think that the parklets added to that, they 

brought energy to it.  

You guys did something that other villages 

and towns around Long Island looked at it and 

said, "Let's do what Greenport's doing."  And 

then I like -- I like that the Village is kind of 

out in front in stuff like that.  

I don't envy your job, but when you vote 

tonight, I just hope you remember that, you know, 

the best decision isn't always the most popular 

decision.  You guys have -- I trust you to do 

what's best for the Village, and I thank you for 

your time.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Thank you.  

(Applause) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Anybody else wish to 

address the Board?  

EMILY DEMARCHELIER:  I'll go.  This thing 

terrifies me. 

(Laughter)   

EMILY DEMARCHELIER:  Emily Demarchelier, 
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10 Wade Road, Shelter Island.  I have a business 

at 471 Main Street.  

I am here to express my approval for the 

parklets, I think they're cool.  They make the 

Village attractive to everyone, to locals, to 

visitors.  They make the Village safer.  

I see people driving on Main Street, going 

40 miles an hour on a daily basis.  And I 

personally had my parklet destroyed last summer 

by a drunk driver.  It was not the parklet's 

fault, it was the drunk driver, at 1 o'clock in 

the morning, hitting it at some ungodly speed.  

And, you know, the intersection at Front 

and Main is confusing as it is in the wintertime.  

In the summertime, I avoid it at all costs, 

because it's just unsafe.  The one-way traffic 

there I think was a great benefit to the town the 

past two years.  And the parklets should stay, 

that's all.  Thank you.  

(Applause) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Anybody else wish to 

address the Board?  

(No Response) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  We'll move on to our 

regular agenda.  All right.  
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RESOLUTION #03-2022-1, RESOLUTION adopting 

the March, 2022 agenda as printed, with the 

addition of Resolution No. 33, which was 

forgotten.  It's making a payment for the work 

done at the central pump station.  So that will 

be No. 33.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.   

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

Trustee Clarke.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-2, 

Accepting the monthly reports of the Greenport 

Fire Department, Village Administrator, Village 

Treasurer, Village Clerk, Village Attorney, Mayor 

and Board of Trustees.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.
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TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-3, 

RESOLUTION authorizing the attendance of Trustee 

Robins and Village Administrator Pallas at the 

2022 Annual NYAPP Conference from April 19th, 

2022 through April 21st, 2022 in Saratoga 

Springs, New York at a conference fee of $375.00 

per attendee and a room rate of $139.00 per 

attendee per night, with meal, mileage and travel 

expenses to be reimbursed in accordance with the 

Village Travel Reimbursement Policy, to be 

expensed from Account E.0782.000 (Management 

Services).  So moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-4, 

RESOLUTION approving the attached Sewer 

Connection and Easement Access Agreement between 

the Village of Greenport and the individual 

property owners within the Village of Greenport 

Sandy Beach area, that enter in this -- enter 

this agreement, to provide sewer service to the 

residential owners, conditioned on a sufficient 

number of owners entering the agreement and 

accepting the service, and authorizing Mayor 

Hubbard to sign the agreements.  The attached 

Agreement supersedes the Sewer Connection and 

Easement Access Agreement approved at the 

February 24th, 2022 regular meeting of the Board 

of Trustees.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-5, 

RESOLUTION approving the attached Change Order in 

the amount of $33,000.00 from L.K. McLean 

Associates, P.C. for the additional work 

necessary to complete the preliminary and final 

stages related to the re-design of the North 

Ferry Terminal access area, for the project 

currently underway in the Village of Greenport 

via a State and Local Agreement with the New York 

State Department of Transportation.  So moved.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Is there a second?  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Um.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Mayor, I'll second it, 

so if he wants a discussion.   

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay.  We have a second.  

Is there a discussion?  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Peter, if you didn't 

second -- 

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  I'm just wondering 

whether -- should we make any allowance for the 

potential that that $4500 doesn't need to be 
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spent, or was that clarified to the extent that 

any doubt in our mind is gone?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  I think if it ends up being 

a permit that we don't need and it's not 

required, then we won't pay for that, because we 

won't go forward with that.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  My recommendation is that 

the change order be approved.  We're not going to 

confirm the question before the money is 

disbursed.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Very good.  Then second.  

ATTORNEY PROKOP:  If that's agreeable to 

the Board.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Yes, it is.  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Any other discussion?  

All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed? 

(No Response) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-6, 
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Approving the attached Request for Work 

Authorizations submitted by Duncan, Weinberg, 

Genzer & Pembroke, P.C. for the payment of a 

portion of the expenses incurred regarding the 

New York Association of Public Power 2022 - 2023 

Scope of Work, and authorizing Mayor Hubbard to 

sign the Request for Work Authorizations 

submitted by Duncan, Weinberg, Genzer & Pembroke, 

P.C.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-7, 

RESOLUTION approving the attached Retainer 

Agreement between the Roffe Group P.C. and the 

New York Association of Public Power for the 

payment of a portion of the expenses incurred by 

the Roffe Group P.C. for representation and 
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advisement before the New York State government 

on certain legislative and regulatory concerns. 

So moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-8, 

RESOLUTION approving the attached Proposal from 

Susan Stohr of SJS Associates for the payment of 

a portion of the expenses incurred for the 

provision of governmental affairs representation 

for the municipal members of the New York 

Association of Public Power.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.
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TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-9, 

RESOLUTION accepting the attached proposal 

submitted by Susan Stohr for the development and 

implementation of legislative and communications 

strategies to support the Village of Greenport in 

efforts to:  Continue the provision of grant 

administration services related to the microgrid 

storm hardening, grant-funded project currently 

in progress, the Village of Greenport North Ferry 

Terminal reconstruction project, and to secure 

State and Federal appropriations funding, grants 

and external funding, with a maximum cost of 

$20,250; with the Agreement term date to end on 

December 31st, 2022.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-10, 

Authorizing the solicitation of a Request for 

Quotations for the replacement of the roof at the 

Station Two Firehouse, and for the replacement of 

specific roofs at various Wastewater Treatment 

Plant facilities including specified pump 

stations and specific structures located at the 

Wastewater Treatment Plant site, and directing 

Clerk Pirillo to notice the Request for 

Quotations accordingly.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-11, 
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RESOLUTION authorizing the solicitation of a 

Request for Bids for the purchase by the Village 

of Greenport Electric Department of the following 

vehicles:

One (1) 2021 or newer 10-yard dump truck 

and

Two (2) bucket trucks, one 55' with 

material handler, and one 50' without material 

handler, with the purchases to be made using 

municipal contracts or through a formal bidding 

process as per the Procurement Policy in the 

Village of Greenport Code, and directing Clerk 

Pirillo to notice the bid(s) accordingly. 

So moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-12, 
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RESOLUTION awarding the contract for the 

performance of specified site improvements at the 

Village of Greenport Wastewater Treatment Plant 

to Construction Consultants L.I., Inc. per the 

bid opening on January 27th, 2022 as recommended 

by J.R. Holzmacher, P.E., LLC in the total amount 

of $549,837.50; and authorizing Mayor Hubbard to 

sign the contract between the Village of 

Greenport and Construction Consultants L.I., Inc. 

and determining pursuant to the annexed separate 

SEQRA resolution that the Board of Trustees is 

adopting Lead Agency status for the purposes of 

SEQRA, and determining that this project and the 

approval of this contract is an Unlisted Action 

that will not have a significant negative impact 

on the environment and that therefore a Negative 

Declaration is adopted.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?
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(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-13, 

RESOLUTION authorizing the issuance of a Request 

for Proposals for the performance of electric, 

sewer and water utility rate studies for the 

Village of Greenport, and directing Clerk Pirillo 

to notice the Request for Proposals accordingly. 

So moved.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-14, 

Approving the attached agreement between The 

Village of Greenport and Nina J. Greenfield 

Stewart for the provision of legal services for 

the Village of Greenport Housing Authority, and 

authorizing Mayor Hubbard to sign the agreement 
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between the Village of Greenport and Nina J. 

Greenfield Stewart.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-15, 

RESOLUTION authorizing Treasurer Brandt to 

perform the attached Budget Amendment #4927 to 

the appropriate reserve -- I say again -- to 

appropriate reserves to the fund -- to fund 

Wastewater Treatment Plant employee training at 

Brae Loche, and directing that Budget Amendment 

#4927 be included as part of the formal meeting 

minutes of the March 24th, 2022 Regular Meeting 

of the Board of Trustees.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.
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TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-16, 

RESOLUTION authorizing Treasurer Brandt to 

perform attached Budget Amendment #4928 to 

appropriate reserves to fund the mooring field 

tackle inspections and replacements, and 

directing that Budget Amendment #4928 be included 

as part of the formal meeting minutes of the 

March 24th, 2022 Regular Meeting of the Board of 

Trustees.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-17, 

RESOLUTION authorizing Treasurer Brandt to 

perform attached Budget Amendment #4929 to 

appropriate reserves to fund the repairs and 

piling fendering at the Village of Greenport 

Mitchell Park Marina East Pier, and directing 

that Budget Amendment #4929 be included as part 

of the formal meeting minutes of the March 24th, 

2022 Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees.

So moved.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-18, 

Approving the attached Order Form and Software 

Services Agreement between the Village of 

Greenport and The Wanderlust Group, Incorporated 
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for the continuation of the provision of on-line 

reservation services through the DOCKWA system 

for the Mitchell Park Marina, and for the upgrade 

of the system to a premier service, and 

authorizing Mayor Hubbard to sign the Software 

Services Agreement.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-19, 

RESOLUTION approving the Public Assembly Permit 

Application submitted by the Greenport Business 

Improvement District to use a portion of Mitchell 

Park from 9:30 a.m. through 12 noon on April 

16th, 2022 for the Annual Egg Roll and 

corresponding activities.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?
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TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-20, 

RESOLUTION approving the Public Assembly Permit 

Application submitted by Nicki Gohorel on behalf 

of the Business Improvement District for the use 

of specified Village streets and properties for a 

5K run from 8:30 a.m. until completion on 

April 30th, 2022 as a Business Improvement 

District fundraising event.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Oh, I'm sorry.  

RESOLUTION #03-2022-21, RESOLUTION 

approving the Public Assembly Permit Application 

submitted by Denise Gillies on behalf of The 

Friends of Mitchell Park, to use a portion of 

Mitchell Park from 9:00 a.m. through 10:00 a.m. 

every Saturday from May 7th, 2022 through 

October 30th, 2022 for Tai Chi instruction, which 

will be offered at no cost to the public.  

So moved.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-22, 

Approving the Public Assembly Permit Application 

submitted by Northeast Stage for the use of a 

portion of Mitchell Park from 4 p.m. through 
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11 p.m. from August 5th, 2022 through August 7th, 

2022 for the annual Shakespeare in the Park 

performances.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-23, 

RESOLUTION approving the Public Assembly Permit 

Application submitted by the East End Seaport 

Museum for the use of various Village streets and 

facilities, including Mitchell Park, from 7 a.m. 

through 5 p.m. from September 24th, 2022 through 

September 25th, 2022; for the annual Maritime 

Festival.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.
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TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-24, 

RESOLUTION authorizing the suspension of the open 

container law of the Village of Greenport, per 

Sections 35-3B and 35-3C of the Greenport Village 

Code, within the Festival parameters of the 

East End Seaport Marine (Museum) Maritime 

Festival, from 9 a.m. through 5 p.m. on 

September 24th, 2022 and from noon to 5 p.m. on 

September 25th, 2022 for the annual Maritime 

Festival.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-25, 

RESOLUTION approving the attached SEQRA 

resolution regarding the Wetlands Permit 

Application submitted by Paul Betancourt per the 

public hearing held on February 24th, 2022 to 

construct a proposed 4' wide x 32' long fixed 

dock, 30" wide x 14' long aluminum ramp and 

6' wide x 20' long floating dock supported with 

two (2) 10" diameter piles, for the property 

located at 200 Atlantic Avenue, Greenport, 

New York, 11944; adopting lead agency status, 

determining that the approval of the Wetlands 

Permit Application is an Unlisted Action for 

purposes of SEQRA that will not have a 

significant negative impact on one or more 

aspects of the environment, and adopting a 

conditional negative declaration for purposes of 

SEQRA.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Second.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Mr. Mayor, I just would 

like to have it put on the record that I will not 

be voting on this resolution, as the gentleman 

happens to be my neighbor and I consider it a 

conflict.  
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  Okay, very good.  

All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed? 

(No Response) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Four, with one abstention.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-26, 

Approving the Wetlands Permit Application 

submitted by Paul Betancourt per the public 

hearing held on February 24th, 2022 to construct 

a proposed 4' wide x 32' long fixed dock, 

30" wide x 14' long aluminum ramp and 6' wide x 

20' long floating dock supported with two (2) 10" 

diameter piles, for the property located at 

200 Atlantic Avenue, Greenport, New York, 11944. 

The following Conservation Advisory Council 

conditions apply to this approval:

Recognize the dock portion of the property 

as a marina instead of a private home dock, since 

Village Code allows only four (4) slips for a 

home dock.

The property is located in the Waterfront 
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Commercial District and must provide adequate 

off-street parking - recommended requirement of 

three (3) parking spots for the two-family house 

on the property (per Village Code) and one for 

each boat slip, for a total of nine (9).

Require a sanitary pump-out station.

Flow-through decking for the new fixed dock 

portion should be designed and installed as 

flow-through to provide sunlight to marine bottom 

vegetation and surge control for extreme high 

tides.

Verify that there is a minimum of thirty 

inches (30") of water under the new floating dock 

at (MLW) Mean Low Water, as required by the 

NYSDEC permit, and

Provide plans (if any) for lighting, water 

and shore power to the new dock section.

As per the Code of the Village of 

Greenport, the term of this permit shall be two 

years.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  So, Mr. Mayor, once 

again, I would like to put on the record that I 

will be not voting on this resolution, as the 
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applicant happens to be my neighbor and I 

consider it a conflict to vote.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye. 

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carries, four in 

favor, one abstention.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Good?  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Yeah.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  All right.  

RESOLUTION #03-2022-27, RESOLUTION accepting 

the attached proposal submitted by Lisa Otis for 

the management of the Village of Greenport McCann 

Campground per the Request For Proposals opening 

on January 27th, 2022 and authorizing Mayor 

Hubbard to sign the contract between the Village 

of Greenport and Lisa Otis for the management of 

the Village of Greenport McCann Campground.  So 

moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?
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TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-28, 

RESOLUTION ratifying the hiring of Dyamond Walker 

as a seasonal part-time employee at the Village 

of Greenport Carousel, at a pay rate of $15.00 

per hour, effective February 26, 2022.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-29, 

RESOLUTION authorizing the attendance of any 
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interested Board Member or Management Staff 

Member at the SCVOA Legislative Dinner and Awards 

Night from 6:00 p.m. through 9:00 p.m. on 

April 13th, 2022 at the Hotel Indigo in 

Riverhead, New York with meal, mileage and travel 

expenses to be reimbursed in accordance with the 

Village Travel Reimbursement Policy, and expensed 

from the corresponding account(s).  So moved.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-30, 

Accepting the attached 2021 year-end Length of 

Service Award Program points for the Village of 

Greenport Fire Department.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.
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TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-31,  

RESOLUTION approving the construction and 

maintenance of the "parklets" by the Village of 

Greenport Business Improvement District for the 

2022 season, from May 30th, 2022 through 

October 10th, 2022, subject to approval by the 

New York State Department of Transportation.  So 

moved.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Any discussion?  

(No Response) 

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All right.  I'll ask the 

Village Clerk to call the roll.  

(Roll Call By Clerk Pirillo) 

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  No 

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  No.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  No.  

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  No.  
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MAYOR HUBBARD:  No.  

CLERK PIRILLO:  Thank you.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion is defeated, zero to 

five.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  RESOLUTION #03-2022-32, 

RESOLUTION approving all checks per the Voucher 

Summary Report dated March 18th, 2022, in the 

amount of one million two hundred and five -- 

excuse me, read again.  $1,215,735.84 consisting 

of:

o  All regular checks in the amount of 

$1,171,290.70, and

o  All prepaid checks (including wire 

transfers) in the amount of $44,450 -- excuse 

me -- $44,445.14.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 
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All right.  That concludes our regular 

agenda.  I see that a lot of the BID people have 

walked out before we had a -- oh, excuse me, it's 

not.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  We have one more.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Oh.  I said we were doing 

do a third one, and I guess I'll do this.  

RESOLUTION No. 33, RESOLUTION approving a 

payment of $193,078 to Merrick Utility 

Associates, Inc. as Payment No. 4 for work 

completed as part of the new sanitary sewer 

central pump station replacement per attached 

Invoice No. 2581.  So moved.  

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

What I was going to say is I just want 

everybody in the BID to understand, this is not a 
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vote against business.  The Village is pro 

business, always has been.  Any other ideas, 

concepts that can come up that we could work with 

the BID to try to assist them to make everything 

vibrant, keep everybody going.  Really, it was 

just a matter of detours, traffic, and I heard a 

lot more people say they'd rather get back to 

normal than they would have the parklets up 

there.  So that's really all this was about.  

In no way is the Village Board voting 

against our businesses.  I don't want that 

impression going out there, because we enjoy 

every one of them.  I eat at a lot of them.  I 

walk downtown quite often during the summer.  

So I just don't want it to come off us 

against them and all that stuff.  We want to work 

with everybody here.  We want Greenport to be a 

great place.  And it was just the parklets, they 

kind of run their course, and that's how the 

Board felt on it.  

So I just -- I want to thank the BID for 

everything they've done, and let's continue to 

work together for the positive of Greenport all 

over.  

All right.  I'll offer a motion to adjourn 
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at 8:58.  

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Second.  

MAYOR HUBBARD:  All in favor?

TRUSTEE CLARKE:  Aye.

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:  Aye.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:  Aye.

TRUSTEE ROBINS:  Aye.

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Aye.

Opposed?

(No Response)

MAYOR HUBBARD:  Motion carried. 

Thank you all for coming.

(The Meeting was Adjourned at 8:58 p.m.)  
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C E R T I F I C A T I O N

STATE OF NEW YORK  )

     ) SS:

COUNTY OF SUFFOLK  )

      I, LUCIA BRAATEN, a Court Reporter and 

Notary Public for and within the State of New 

York, do hereby certify:  

THAT, the above and foregoing contains a 

true and correct transcription of the proceedings 

taken on March 24, 2022.  

      I further certify that I am not related to 

any of the parties to this action by blood or 

marriage, and that I am in no way interested in 

the outcome of this matter.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my 

hand this 7th day of April, 2022.

      

____________________
        Lucia Braaten
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